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Forums introduce
presidential candidates

VIRTUAL VISIT
Online 3-D map displays University campus to current, prospective students

By H.ath.. Lind.r

"We need a president

Editor-in-chief

who is a good learner
As the presidential candidate
... and will help us do
forums begin today, students, faculty and staff will get a chance to
this process together."
meet the first of three finalists for
l mi , Aricmpc kepipyr.'.ativp
the I lth president of the University
and glimpse into the selection process, which has been nearly a year- person interviews, and scheduling
long undertaking.
conflicts pushed back meeting dates
William Utiuil. president of further. 1 he committee even intendShippensburg University of ed to hold the on-campus forums
Pennsylvania and the first of back-to-back, prior to spring break,
the three candidates, visits Primrose said.
campus today.
"What should've been done
The process has been wrought in December took us to midwith delays, though, said presiden- 1 ebruary," he said.
tial search committee Chairman
Despite the setbacks, Primrose
William Primrose.
See SEARCH | Page 5
A snowstorm forced the committee to cancel the first round of in-

PHOTO PROVIDED BY *NNE MARIE KINO

ByMattUuH
Pulse Editor

A new feature on the University's website
will allow people to see campus in 3-D.
Powered by Google Earth, the University's
3-D Campus is now accessible to the public.
The tool allows students to see the campus
in a virtual map, complete with clickable
links and detailed animations of all buildings on campus. The map also includes a
timeline option that allows viewers to see

the changes made to campus over time. The
map is available, but downloading Google
Earth is required first.
"It's more of a visual ... an enhanced
visualization," said Data Hub and Resource
Center Manager Daniel Lemmerbrock.
The University uploaded the feature in
August and began advertising it on the home
page in February. The map received 3,400

ROUTINE: The University cheerleading team performs at the Universal Cheerleading Nationals on
Jan IS in Orlando. Fla

Cheerleading team to recruit
spirited students in April
By Dm. King
Reporter

See *D | Page 5

THE END OF AN ERA: ANDERSON ARENA SERIES | PART 3 OF 4
Buffalo, which will be the final stand of
a season that's been dubbed "Closing
the Doors of the House that Roars."
While men's and women's basketball
and volleyball teams will be moving to

EDITORS NOTE: Saturday all
p.m. the final tegular season men's
basketball game in Anderson Arena
will tip-off between Bowling Green
State University and the University of

the soon-to-be-completed Stroh Center.
Memorial Hall — the building holding
Anderson Arena — will continue to live
on. It will stand as both a historical landmark on campus and a working building.

Stroh center to update athletics
"It's become a very

By S«n Shapiro
WebEdKor

Moving to the Stroh Center is bittersweet for women's basketball coach
Curt Miller.
As a former volunteer assistant
coach at Kent State, he used to love
scoutinggamesatAndersonArenadue
to the atmosphere. Since he took over
the program May 1, 2001, his teams
have dominated within the building,
winning six-straight Mid-American
Conference Championships.
"It's become a very special place
for us and tremendous home-court
advantage through the years," Miller
said. "It's an absolutely fantastic
place to play. On game night the
fans are on top of you and loud... it

special place for us and
tremendous homecourt advantage..."
Curt Miller | Coach

is bittersweet because of the memories with this coaching staff and
all those banners hanging for the
women's basketball program."
Completed in 1960 at the cost of
roughly $1.2 million, Anderson Arena
has been passed by other newer,
larger facilities in the MAC. Its status as one of the biggest venues in
Northwest Ohio — which allowed it
to host a multitude of conventions
and concerts—isa thing of the past.

CAMPUS

While the seating puts fans very
close to the action on the court,
the lack of air conditioning and
modern conveniences has made
the arena outdated.
With only one public bathroom per
gender, poor acoustics and seating for
concerts and the fact it doesn't comply
with the Americans with Disabilities
Act, Anderson Arena needed to be
replaced, according to the University
Division of Student Affairs' website.
The ticket office will also be moving from Anderson Arena, turning
purchasing tickets from a hassle for
some fans into a convenience.
"One of the main complaints
with Anderson Arena we have is

Protests inspire hope

RAPID READING

GHLY HANSON I IHFBGWWS
DR. SEUSS: Professor of Psychology Wrfiiam OWi ipeed leads a O Seuss boo* m the Ur*on Members of Pi
averaging 70 words. Pi Beta Phi's phrUrithropy day of service rarsed money to buy books for children in need

SPORTS
Sorway likely to sit out series

Undergraduate Council approved a revised

Columnist Dylan Corp believes recent pro-

BG hockey captain David Solway will likely not play

class withdrawal policy Wednesday that will

tests around the world prove that people

in the weekend playoff series against Northern

allow students more time to drop classes

are passionate, inspired and care about

Michigan with a concussion. He suffered the injury

without failing | Page 3

issues in the world | P«gt 4

two weeks ago against the same team | P»g« 6

k

See CHEER | PageS

Beta Phi celebrated Or Seuss' birthday by challenging people to read as marry words as they could in IS seconds, rrost

See AHDERS0M | Page 2

FORUM

Withdraw fail changes made

A standing back handspring, standing tuck, round-off and toe touch
back handspring — these are just
a few skills that are required for
University cheerleaders.
Cheerleading tryouts are coming
up. The cheerleading team doesn't
recruit like the other athletic teams
do, because it isn't considered a sport
at the University.
"Cheerieading is not an intercollegiate sport, so to compare their
recruiting process to say, women's
basketball, is like comparing apples
to oranges. It's a whole different pro-

cess," University Dean of Students
liUCarrsaid.
Cheerleading is considered a
University spirit group and falls
under the office of the dean of students. Cheerleading doesn't have
restrictions on how it recruits; however, applicants need specific stunting and tumbling skills to qualify.
Cheerleading coach Anne Marie
King said there are also certain
things she looks for in a cheerleader
— such as basic athleticism, appearance, ability to perform well in front
of an audience and a collegiate image.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What should the University do with Anderson
Arena?
CAITLIN WALSH
Sophomore. Telecommunications
"Tear it down and make it a
parking lot" | Pag* 4
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Fla. court upholds
ex-FBI agent's
murder conviction

Ohio Senate
passes bill to
restrict unions

Gunman intended
to commit
mass murder

House explodes;
woman, grandson
reported dead

Oregon man wakes
up to find dog ate
3 of his toes

MIAMI - A Florida appeals
court on Wednesday upheld
the murder conviction ol a
former Boston-based FBI agent
in a 1982 mob hit. a ruling the
ex-agent angrily denounced as
a "rush to judgment" in a phone
interview from prison.

COLUMBUS-The
Republican-controlled Ohio
Senate has passed a measure
that would restrict the collective
bargaining rights of roughly
350.000 teachers, university professors, firefighters, police officers and other public employees

GARDEN CITY. N.Y.-Poke
said a man who crashed a truck
into a utility pole and opened fire
on a New York ambulance crew
appeared to be on his way to
carry out a mass killing

SUFFIELD. Ohio -Fire officials said an Ohio woman and her
grandson were killed and their
bodies thrown from their home
in an explosion that was heard
miles away.

ROSEBURG. Ore. (AP)-A
diabetic Oregon man with no
feeling in his feet woke up to
find his dog had eaten part of his
right foot, including three toes.

The 3rd District Court of
Appeals affirmed the 2008
conviction of former agent
John Connolly in the shooting
death decades earlier of thenWorld Jai-Alai President John
Callahan by a hit man. The
ruling was released less than a
month after judges heard oral
arguments, unusually swift for
a high-profile case.

Senators passed the legislation on a 17-16 vote Wednesday,
with all yes votes coming from
the GOP Six Republicans voted
against the bill

The Nassau County police
commissioner said the 31year-old man had strapped an
assault rifle to his chest and
extra ammunition to his forearms with wristbands.

Portage County Sheriff David
Doak (dohk) said 63-year-old
Regina Proudfoot and 21-yearold Robert Croft were killed
when the blast leveled the home
at about 4 am. Wednesday,
leaving nothing but a large crater
filled with debris.

Without issuing an opinion,
the appeals court brushed aside
the agent's arguments that the
conviction should be thrown out
because he never touched the
gun used to till the gambling
executive in south Florida and
was 1.500 miles away at the time.

The bill establishes fines
and jail time for those who
participate in strikes Unionized
workers could negotiate wages,
hours and certain work conditions - but not health care, sick
time or pension benefits.
The measure now goes to the
state House, where the GOP
holds a 59-40 majority.
Republican Gov. John Kasich
(KAY -sik) has said he supports
the effort.
- Ann Sanner (AP)

- Curt Anderson (AP)

He had six weapons in all.
including an automatic pistol
behind the seat of his truck.
Shooting erupted at about
10 p.m. Tuesday in 8ellmore on
Long Island after the man hit a
utility pole with his car. When the
ambulance crew arrived, he fired
at least eight shots, wounding
one of them. Police fatally shot
the man at the scene when he
threatened them
Police have not released the
man's identity, but they believe
he recently moved from Florida.
It wasn't clear whom he may have
been targeting.

Doak said the bodies were
found next to the home, and that
debris covered more than 1.000
yards. Several other homes were
damaged, including a neighboring house left uninhabitable
Investigators said the explosion was related to a propane
tank in the home, but the cause
remains under investigation

The Roseburg News-Review
reports that the 61-year-old man.
whose name was not disclosed by
police, was in serious condition
after calling 911 at about 3 a.m.
on Tuesday.
The man told emergency
responders that he fell asleep on
his couch and woke up to find
pieces of his foot missing.
Roseburg veterinarian Alan
Ross said that the dog may have
been trying to rid his owner of
dead tissue, and said he may
have been attracted to the foot if
it were infected or gangrenous
Ross said the dog doesn't
need corrective action because it
wasn't "acting out of meanness."

Neighbors said the explosion
had sounded like a plane crash
and that Proudfoot's daughter
was outside screaming that family members were inside.
- Meghan Barr (AP)

- Frank Eltman (AP)

Ariz, bombing
suspects'
trial delayed
SCOTTSDALE.Ariz.-A
Phoenix |udge has agreed to
delay the trial of two men
accused of being white
supremacists who are charged
in a 2004 bombing that injured
a black city official in Scottsdale.
according to court documents
obtained Wednesday.
Twin brothers Dennis and
Daniel Mahon had been scheduled to go on trial starting March
9.but US District Judge David
Campbell last week ordered that
the trial be postponed by nine
months. It is now scheduled to
begin on Jan 10
In his order. Campbell said
that he was extending the trail
date at the brothers' reguest and
based on a "substantial" amount
of information disclosed by the
government in the case.
The brothers are charged in
a bombing on Feb. 26,2004.
when a package detonated in the
hands of Don Logan. Scottsdale's
diversity director at the time. The
explosion injured Logan's hand
and arm and also hurt a secretary
- Amanda Lee Myers (AP)

ANDERSON
From Page 1
the ticket office is so hard to
find." Athletic Director Greg
Christopher said 'There's no
public parking and |it's| very
inaccessible to those who
aren't already on campus. If
it's not the day of a game our
ticket office might as well be in
England to some fans."

A new, easier to access ticket
office won't be the only feature
of the new multimillion dollar
facility. The athletic archives,
which are currently kept in a
closet in Anderson Arena, will
be filed in a climate-controlled
room with a certain number
of artifacts and memorabilia
put on display with the I lall of
Fame—which will move from
its current location in the main
hallway of the Ice Arena.

Not yet completed, the Stroh
Center hits already attracted
some big events that may not
have been feasible in Anderson
Arena. The men's basketball
team will host Michigan State,
a rarity for the Big Ten and
national power to visit a midmajor program, and first and
second round games of the
2012 NCAA women's basketball tournament will be held
in the arena.

uou Know...
kT
Chickens can't swa oww
t let) are upside-c own???

Editor Applications
are being accepted
by the
University Board of Student Publications.

The following positions are available:
BG News Editor

v

Summer 2011

BG News Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

Key Magazine Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

• Reduced Rate in
March 2011 •
Apartments Available •
• Semester Leases •

Obsidian Editor
2011-2012 Academic Year

« Minutes from BGSU:.

Gavel Editor

• Pet friendly community *

2011-2012 Academic Year

* Heat included •

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, April 1 in 204 West Hall
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New class withdrawal policy
could benefit students in 2011
Revision to help students improve grades, work with class instructors
ByAliii.Widm.n
Assistant News Editor

The University may utilize a
more student-friendly class
withdrawal policy in fall 2011.
TheUndergraduateCouncil
unanimously
approved
the policy's proposal after
some final revisions at its
Wednesday meeting.
If implemented, the policy
would extend the class withdrawal deadline by two weeks,
from week 10 to week 12. After
week 12, a student will then
receive a "withdrawn failing"
(WF) grade in the class.
This would allow students
more time to work with advisers and inst ructors to i mprove
their grades after week 10 midterms are processed, said Tim
Messer-Kruse.Undergraduate
Council chair.
It would also create consistency in how instructors award grades, he said,
because currently instructors
can choose to assign a WF at
any time if they "determine a
student is failing at the time
of withdrawal."
"There was quite a bit of discussion about this because
the council doesn't take any
change in these policies lightly," Messer-Kruse said. "Hut a
majority of council members
saw the benefits."
Graduate Council will
review the proposal at its

March 17 meeting in Union
308 at 2:30 p.m. If approved,
Faculty Senate will then
review the policy and determine if it will be implemented next fall.
"My expectation is that I
can't see any big objections
now that the bigger policy
has been approved," MesserKruse said. T hope this gives
advisers and faculty members a better window of time
to help students get back on
track in their courses."
Sophomore
Emily
Malanowski said she supports the revision because it
will give students more time
to make educated decisions.
"Sometimes a class seems
impossible at the beginning
of the semester, but once
several weeks pass — in this
case, 12 — then you realize it
wasn't as impossible as you
thought," she said.
Malanowski withdrew
from an Asian American
studies class last year
when she realized she
wouldn't have the time
needed for reading and
assignments because of
her busy schedule.
If a new policy was in
place, Malanowski said
she wouldn't have been as
worried throughout the
experience.
"1 think that this process
would have gotten messy

if my professor wasn't so
understanding about me
needing to withdraw," she
said. "Thankfully I realized
that 1 couldn't handle the
class before the deadline or
that would have been really
hard. It would have been nice
to have a few more weeks to
decide though."
Dermot I'orde, director of
Advising Services, said the
Senior Advising Council that
recommended the proposal
discussed revising the policy
for a few months because
it "can really hurt students
academically."
"I've had issues with this
policy for a long time," he
said. "Right now, if you fail
one assignment after week
two and then withdraw, an
instructor can choose to give
you a W or a WF. We felt the
time to get a WF shouldn't
come into play that early in
the semester."
Although students can
still receive a WF if they slop
attending class, Forde said
the policy revision will help
dedicated students "be proactive and better understand
the process."
"My goal withevery student
when they start as a freshman is to stay for four years
and graduate," he said. "This
is more student-friendly, but
still maintains the integrity
of the old policy."

Lemons contain more
sugar than strawberries

TYLER STABILE

■': KNEW

STOUT: Mike Coomei. OfgarKer of the beet tasting in the Black Swamp Pub. explains the origins of Left Hand Brewing Mil)
Stout to the various beet enthusiasts Wednesday evening

Beer tasting brings together
students, faculty at Union Pub
By Geoff Burnt

"This is the first

Reporter

Students, faculty and staff
attended the monthly beer
tasting event Wednesday
at the Black Swamp Pub in
the Union.
Mike Coomes hosted and
organized the event where
people tried out new and
different kinds of beer that
bars and stores wouldn't
normally carry.
There are usually about
six or seven beers that people can try and give their
feedback on them," said doctoral intern Kacee Snyder.
"A part of it is a social aspect
where students, faculty, and
staff can come to it, which is
pretty unique because students don't normally interact with their professors in
that kind of manner."
Coomes picks out all of

opened because he thought
thai it would relate to the
event that I've
atmosphere.
"It seemed like a natural
been to and it's
outlet to host an event like
this in the Black Swamp
great."
Pub," Coomes said . "The
Union was looking for somePete Schank | Graduate student
thing that fit for the setting
the beers that we're going to of the Pub, and I thought
have and kind of helps deter- that it would be a good idea
mine the themes and then for us to hold something
runs them. Snyder said. I le like this there."
Over 30 people attended
is the one who runs the beer
tasting events and works the event Wednesday evewith people in the Union to ning. Graduate student Pete
hold these events.
Schank said he really liked
"I became involved with and enjoyed the beer tasting.
beer because I drank a
"It's focused on many diflot of beers in college that ferent kinds of beer instead of
weren't very good," Coomes just one," Schank said. "This
said. "I rediscovered really has been the first event that
good beer when I traveled to I've been to and it's great."
The next beer tasting event
Europe in the 1980s."
A little more than 10 years occurs every month with the
ago, Coomes came up with next one taking place on April
the idea when the Pub first 14 in the Union.
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FORUM

"We've made it clear to the candidates we want the plan implemented... of course
we expect them to add their stamp to it..."
- William Primrose, presidential search committee chairman, on what is expected of the new
University president [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What should the University do with Anderson Arena?
"Gymnastics."

"Tear it down and
make a nice grass

"Basketball practice

"Another rec

facility."

center."

[\
^

VISIT US AT
B6VIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

seating area"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
KYLEHAPP.
Sophomore.
Sports Managmen!

SEANHELBIG.
Sophomore.
English

TYLER ARNOTT,
Sophomore,
Accounting

Confederacy celebration promotes
ignorance toward American history
celebrate it to the point of igno- their fight for slavery.
rance and insensitivity.
What were those state rights
While the legacy of the that the Confederates fought
Confederacy lives deep in so hard for, exactly? Well, I'm
the hearts of our southern sure they would fight so descountrymen, it is unfath- perately for something noble,
omable why a celebration of respectable and — actually no,
Of all the celebrations held the Confederate president's it was slavery.
"In many ways the Union
dm in;; Black History Month, inauguration is worthy of
Army acted more like the
few garnered the attention historical praise.
The Civil War, although German army of the 1940s
given to a certain march in
Montgomery. Ala. this past complex in nature, undeni- with its scorched earth poliweek. It started at a fountain ably revolved around slav- cy," said Chuck McMichael.
square where slaves were once ery. The Confederate States McMichael serves as partsold, then passed a church led of America, having declared lime commander of the Sons
by Martin Luther King Jr. in secession from the United of Confederate Veterans and
the famous Montgomery Bus States, indisputably fought full-time advocate of slavery to
Boycott The march ended at primarily under such a pre- students in Shreveport, la. asa
history teacher.
the Capitol steps of the city, tense of maintaining slavery.
II would be loo easy lo
These marchers, however,
where the ghosts of history
have often contended with the will have none of those histori- disseel such a ludicrous and
cal facts, thank you very much. unfounded comment, so
progression of civil rights.
This celebration, indeed Celebrating Davis' inaugu- instead I will mourn the loss
of delighted historical rec- ration, these Confederate of historical context students
ognition, was not for Black descendants give a discernible in his class are undoubtedly
History Month. Au contrairc; messageof appmval to not only withheld from learning
It isn't that Confederate
Feb. 19. marked the 150th Davis, but the Confederate
descendants must ignore their
anniversary of the inaugura- army he served for.
tion of Confederate President
One Montgomery resident history, family's past or hisput it best: "It represents things torical significance. More to
lefl'erson Davis.
Members of the Sons of in the past that were not posi- the point, they seem woefully
Confederate Veterans rallied tive." Hitting the point entirely, ignorant to the fact that the
together, guns shooting and she remarked that while things Confederates lost not just the
flags flying in one of the most ought to be remembered, this battle of arms, but of the fight
inauspicious, coldest gather- demonstration "brings up loo against human rights their
many painful things people states and armies stood for.
ings in recent history.
April 9 marks another
Out of fairness, taken at went through." The Sons of
face value, many parts of the Confederate Veterans, along important date of the Civil
festivities are well-recognized with the practice of calling the War. For some reason. I don't
historical practices. People Civil War the "War Between anticipate any celebration in
dress up in military garb, reen- the States" or the "War of the picturesque Appomattox. Va.
act war battles, and serve to Northern Aggression." set out for the 146th anniversary of
bridge the gap between what to send a historical message the Confederate surrender.
in regards to the Confederacy Perhaps they will wait until
was then and what is now.
And if this march cel- Choosing allegiance to their 2015; I hear 150 years is a diaebrated only that, the his- heritage rather than to factsor mond anniversary (and hopetorical significance of our historical context, members fully one of acceptance).
country's past, the conver- defended the Confederates,
sation would end there.
arguing that the war was
It is one thing to recogni7e fought over state's rights,
Respond to Tyler at
history whether gcx>d or bad, rather than admitting to the
thenews@bgimvs.com
and another thing entirely to present-day disapproval of

LEXIE HAVIICEK.
Sophomore,
Speech Pathology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgwews.com

Worldwide government protests
inspire hope for future policies
"You don't have
to sit silently and
let the world spin
madly on."

By Dylan Corp
Columnist

"The Times They Are aChangin'."
This sentiment is just as
true today as it was when
Bob Dylan sang about it
more than forty years ago.
It, along with many other
songs of its time, rallied for
people to stand up, speak
out and make a difference.
They aimed to start a revolution, and they got one.
You just don't hear songs
like it today. The most popular music blasting over
the airwaves are about
teenage dreams, shots,
and whatever it is Justin
Bieber sings about—I am
not really sure.
Many people say my generation is lazy. We don't
care about the world: we're
too self-involved and indifferent. I, of course, am
offended by such talk, but
am usually too busy playing with my iPod to do anything about it.
I. of course, am joking. 1
also am proud to say that
the times truly are changing again. While I can't
say it's only my generation doing it, the fires of
revolution have swept the
country, the continent
and the world and people
are fighting for what they
believe in again.
The very recent revolutions can most likely be
traced backtothesuccessful
ousting of the government
leaders in Egypt. This really

lit the fire under those who
hid in fear, speaking loudly
yet not caring a big stick.
Afterward, it seemed like
half the Middle East found
the courage to stand up to
their leaders and speak out,
knowing full well the consequences they would face.
Yet they did it anyway, and
they have done it in droves.
Libya is the most striking example of this, with
protesters flocking to the
capitol to protest the current dictator Moammar alGaddafi. He has responded in turn by ordering his
forces to kill these protesters, yet they continue
to fight back. Freedom, it
seems, is more important
than even their lives.
1 cannot begin to grasp
the courage such acts
must take, or the unconquerable determination
to commit to a cause they
know may not allow them
to live long enough to
experience the benefits.
While not quite as massive, protests are spreading across our homeland
as well. The past few years
have seen the emergence
of the tea party movement,
a vast grassroots campaign
striving for change in the
government. They organize

rallies and hold protests
against what they believe is
a too big government. Even
if you don't agree with their
values or ideas, you have to
respect them for standing
up for what they believe in.
On the other side of the
political spectrum, prounion Democrats are protesting in many places,
including Wisconsin and
Ohio, to stop anti-union
bills from passing in their
states. Wisconsin even
proved that it's not just average citizens that can take
a stand, as the Wisconsin
Senate Democrats fled the
state to stop the passing of
the legislation.
Again, I'm not saying I
agree with all the protests
taking place. But isn't it
marvelous that Americans,
and people around the
entire world are starting
to care again. Well, maybe
that's not quite accurate.
No one stopped caring;
people just stopped doing.
You don't have to sit
silently and lei the world
spin madly on. Sland up
and speak out for what you
believe in. Whether it is
for a better parking space,
more humane treatment
of animals or equality for
all people on this earth, let
your voice be heard.
The times are changing. Will you help us
change them?

Respond to Dylan at
tlienews@benews.com

^^V^W^
In Brenton, Alabama,
town's books against riding down the
street In a motor boat.
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Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking
for more people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Contact us at thebgnews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated dally
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog lor the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
•Jideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be lewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

6>

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are pnnted
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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BLOTTER
TUES., MARCH 1
6:26 A.M.
A parked vehicle was round with
damage to the rear end in Lot 12.
8 05AM
A complainant reported his cell
phone was stolen on Monday
while he was at work within the
500 block of E. Woodland Circle.
11:23 A.M.
A complainant reported that
sometime in the past week, an
unknown person damaged the
phone box outside the building of
her business within the 100 block
of E. Wooster St.
1:11 P.M.
A complainant reported her
vehicle was struck while parked in
the Meijer parking lot.
5:21 P.M.
A vehicle was found with the
door open and no one around
in Lot 12. An officer secured the
vehicle.

WED., MARCH 2
5:09 A.M.
A hit and run was repotted within
the 600 block of McKinley Drive
1:51A.M.
Brian T. Hug. 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for driving outside restrictions, reckless
operations and abuse of harmful
intoxicants near East Wooster
Street and Thurstin Avenue.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgwewscom for the
complete blotter lisl

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
4I9-372-6966.

Peanuts are
one of the
ingredients in

SEARCH
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foresees that the ultimate
decision will remain on
schedule to be announced in
May, possibly before students
vacate for the summer.
"My intention is to get it
done as soon as possible,"
he said. "That will help with
transition ... there is a lot of
work still left to be done."
I"he forums, scheduled for
today, March 14 and March
16, are the final official step
before the Board of Trustees
vote. The candidates have
been narrowed down from
more than 27 applicants to
three finalists, and each of
the three will get a chance to
experience the campus culture and meet with students,
faculty and staff.
The other two candidates
are Mary Ellen Mazey, provost of Auburn University
in Alabama and Gary Miller,
provost of Wichita State
University in Kansas.
Current president Carol
Cartwright has not had a
hand in the selection thus far,
and she will be meeting the
candidates for the first time
during these visits.
"They will learn a lot more
when they visit the campus,"

she said. "The candidates will
also be trying to figure out if
Bowling Green is really a good
match for them."
The next several weeks will
be pivotal to the Board's ultimate selection, but the search
for a new president began last
summer when Cartwright
announced her retirement.
The Board of Trustees voted to
enlist executive firm Heidrick
and Struggles at their Aug. t>,
2010 retreat.
Cartwright, who was initially hired in 2008 as a oneyear interim president to
replace Sidney Kibeau, later
had her contract renewed
for two years. She will step
down June 30.
Once
Heidrick
and
Struggles was hired, the firm
developed a job description in
consultation with University
officials to fit the University's
needs. The company advertised the open position in
academic journals, as well as
to its vast selection of educational contacts, Primrose said.
The search was not
geographically limited,
either; candidates were
reviewed from states such
as Maine, Oregon, Texas
and New Mexico, making
the search truly nationwide, Primrose said.
Though the candidates

may come from diverse backgrounds, each is aware, if
selected, what the main task
from the Board of Trustees
will be — sticking to the strategic plan.
Primrose, who serves on
the Board of Trustees, has
been instrumental in making
the candidates aware of this
expectation.
"We spent a lot of time
developing the strategic
plan. It's an excellent plan,"
he said. "We've made it clear
to the candidates we want
the plan implemented ... of
course we expect them to
add their stamp to it..."
But the candidate expectations are not limited to
those mandated from the
Board. Student, faculty and
staff input is being requested during the open forums,
Primrose said.
Input in these events is
crucial, especially from students, said Kristine Blair,
English professor and faculty representative on the
search committee.
"1 think students should
take their role very seriously
and, as much as possible,
attend the public presentations," she said. "Based on
their own review of the candidates, they should communicate their feedback ... so

would need to work on before
coming to the tryouts."
From Page 1
King said tryouts are very
similar to cheerleading clinics.
She also kx>ks to fill positions
"It's very different in college
the squad needs.
than it is in high school. There's
King has a few recruiting not a panel of judges in front of
tools she utilizes. One way you; it's basically a format just
King said she finds possible like any other collegiate sport
squad members is through would have," King said. "A lot
her employment with the of times we're just observing
Universal
Cheerleading their stunt and tumbling, and
Associatk)n, which is the larg- then sometimes we give them
est cheer and dance company the fight song to perform to see
natk>nally and internationally. how they can perform in front
UCA hosts nationals each year of the crowd as well."
in Orlando, Morida.
Tryouts are April 9 and 10,
T work for UCA, and so and they coasist ot two cuts.
I travel nationally to judge
'The first day aits are made,
high school all-star nation- and you know by the end of
als," King said.
the day whether you made the
When she goes to high team" King said
M lii«>l nationals, King said
Freshman
cheerleadshe looks for possible future er Brittany Lind said she
University cheerleaders. King thought the recruiting proand the current cheerieaders cess worked well.
also host skill-based smnt and
"I wish there were scholartumbling clinks four times a ships," Lind said, "lust because
year. The clinics give King an there would be more money
opportunity to look for talent for my college, but we do get a
among the attendants and kit of free practice gear."
decide who would be a good
Although it offers no academic or book scholarships,
member of the squad.
"If they're incoming fresh- the University pays for all the
men or they're a junior or cheerieaders' equipment.
senior and interested in try"It would be a woning out for BGSU, I sit down derful benefit if we had
with them and kind of have those |scholarships|,
a Q and A on college cheer," but I also know that we
King said. "If they are plan- have a fine number of
ning on trying out that year, students who try out for
I break it down even more cheerleading. It doesn't
... I kind of chat with them seem to be holding
one on one and tell them any them back from that."
kind of improvements they Carr said.
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those views can be shared."
The undergraduate representative to the selection
committee, Emily Ancinec,
has spent her lime in the
position working to raise
student concerns, such as
finding a president to be
more visible on campus and
accessible to the student
body, she said.
Ancinec has also voiced
concerns about the next
presidents' ability to cope
with University changes,
including budget cuts and

during the open forums.
Though committee members are optimistic the Board
will select a candidate to propel the University forward,
Primrose said, they are also
aware of challenges awaiting
the next president.
'We all know these are
challenging times for the
Ohio economy and Ohio
budget," Cartwright said.
This makes it even more
important to invest in things

we said ace important

"You can't cut your way
to prosperity; you have to
"We need a president who make the lough decision
is a good learner, good lis- and invest."
In light of the economic
tener and will help us do this
climate and changing infraprocess together," she said.
Unionization will affect structure at the University,
both students and faculty Primrose is looking to the
members. Blair also said the next president to be multinext president will need to faceted and able to tackle
work with faculty members all required tasks, he said,
and be understanding of the including interacting with
roles and demands of the different campus groups
during the on-campus visits.
working at the University.
"It's going to he impor"I think from a faculty perspective, we want a leader tant for the University as
who is committed to foster- we move forward to have a
ing and sustaining shared strong academic leader," he
governance and meaningful said. "This individual should
be comfortable and a fairly
participation," she said.
Students, faculty and good fundraiser, just be on
selection committee mem- campus, communicate with
bers will have a chance to students and trustees, movoutline needs and concerns ing the University forward
to the visiting candidates Into the next century."

unionization.
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edu/masterplan.
Intern Suzan Sontag
said even alumni can use
From Page 1
the map.
Web hits in February alone.
"All you have to do is jump
The site is intended as a online." Sontag said. "You
"prospective tool" for new gain a unique perspective
Students to the University [of campus)."
and high school seniors
Sontag and Lemmerbrock
considering attending the just completed work on
University. The interactive new buildings on campus,
map can be used by stu- including the Stroh Center
dents to become familiar and the Wolfe Center. They
with the campus before vis- will soon begin working on
the upcoming dining halls.
iting, Lemmerbrock said.
"Prospective students are
Lemmerbrt >ck bega n work
so technologically literate on the project in 2007. Since
now," I.emmerbrock said. then he has been working
" |This| shows we're commit- with interns to create the
ted to utilizing technology. map. Using the (ioogle proIt shows we're serious about gram SketchUp, he created
3-D models of the buildings
having visualization tools."
The 3-U Campus is also a which he later "texturized"
tool to use as a campus map with actual photographs he
and to learn about build- took in March 2009.1 le took
over 10.000 photographs,
ings, Lemmerbrock said.
The site is used by the capturing every angle of all
University's architects when 87 buildings to ensure each
planning new construc- made it onto the map.
tion. It was used back in
After that, he upload2009 when the University's ed all the 3-D designs to
Master Plan was drawn Google Maps.
Lemmerbrock wailed
up, which detailed "major
renovations" on academic until each building was
buildings and residence complete before allowing
halls, according to President access to the site.
"We wanted lo have the
Carol Cartwright on bgsu.

complete campus done,"
I.emmerbrock said.
I he University is one of

the Mrs) universities with
a complete 3-D map on
Google Earth. The majority of colleges are not on
Google Earth, but some
that are include Miami
University and Western
Michigan
University,

Lemmerbrock said.
Being one of the first
universities with the
3-D map gives us the
edge." senior communications director David
Kielmeyer said. He said
he is always looking for
ways to promote the
University.
The
3-D
buildings
on University's campus
are the only models on
Google Maps in the city of
Bowling Green. The map
also includes the building
located at Levis Commons
in Perrysburg.
Small features are Still in
the works. I.emmerbrock
will he adding the
University's seal, located
on Wooster Street, and the
fountain, located in front
of the Administralion
Building, to the map.

From the age of thirty, humans
gradually begin to shrink in size.
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Speedy
Burnto
FREE
DEUUERV

SpeeduBurrilos.com
A

J SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

FOR
RENT!
Studios, 1,2 & 3 bedrooms

DEALS
— CALL FOR DETAILS—

'4

With Some Properties Featuring:
• On BGSU Bus Shuttle
• Close to Downtown
• Close to Campus

• Allow a small pet (extra $)
Stop In for a listing, Call to set up a moating

ENTER TO WIN A

$100

book scholarship ■
redeemable at
any local bookstore with any
purchase at Speedy Burritol
Visit US at lacebook speedyburntos

www.m

sparate winners
Drawings on
March 1 & April 1
BG1-credit card friendly
' Open dally until 3 a.m

unumiTED
EI1TERIES!

419-806-4727 ^ToWNO™"0 425 E. WOOSTER | 445 E. Wooster St.

525/507 E. Merry
520 E. Reed
801/803 Fifth St.

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

419-352-0717

• Two bedrooms
• Close to campus
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Saturday men's
game a bad day
to host Anderson
Arena finale
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BULLED OVER

By Paul Barney

RYirt SATKOWIAK
ASSISTANT SPORTS

Sports Editor

The night had finally come.
And the Falcons went out
in style.
After months of what has been
known to players, coaches and
fans as "Closing the Doors of
the House that Roars," the BG
women's basketball team played
its final regular-season game at
Anderson Arena and did so in
blowout fashion.
"It was a magical night in
Anderson," Miller said. "I can't
explain how important this
building has been to our program
in our tenure."
The Falcons closed down
Anderson Arena by winning 46 of
their last 48 games at home.
Overall, BG posted a record
of 333-116 and a 192-54 MidAmerican Conference record at
Anderson Arena.

M^

/.

As I'm sure you are probably
aware, ihe men's basketball team
will host the final regular season basketball game in Anderson
Arena history Saturday.
As I'm sure you are also
aware. Saturday is the first day
of spring break.
As you read those two sentences, if the question, "Who the heck
arranged for that?" (or something
mote explicit) passed through your
mind, you are not alone. It's perhaps
the single biggest sporting event of
the academic year, and many BG students will not be able to watch it.
I won't lie to you, I don't like basketball, nor have I ever seen a basketball game played in Anderson
Arena. However, for something of
this magnitude, I was planning on
making an exception.
However, I go home for spring
break on Friday, and since I live
in California and my plane ticket
was purchased weeks ago, this will
not be possible to switch. I thought,
like I'm sure many of you did. the
University would not be foolish
enough to schedule the closing of
"The House that Hoars" on a day
that students would have to leave
residence halls by 10 a.m.
From what I have heard, the two
dates that were pegged for the potential playing of this game were this
IIKI.IV and Saturday. Obviously, in
my opinion, neither is a desirable
choice due to t h is being t he weekend
See COLUMN | Page 7

Solway, Ruel
doubtful for
weekend series
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

Ihe University hockey team will
likely he without its
leader as it heads
into the Central
Collegiate Hockey
Association playoffs
this weekend.
Captain
David
Solway is doubtful for David
the weekend series Solway
with a concussion Senior suffered
he sustained Feb. 18
concussion
against
Northern
Feb. 18 against
Michigan on a hit by
AndrewCherniwchan Northern Mich
that resulted in a fiveminute major penalty.
I lowever, according to coach Chris
Bergeron, Solway did not divulge
his condition to team doctors after
the hit, despite being visibly woozy
moments after taking the hit.
He finished playing that game,
played against Northern the next
night, and then played against
Michigan State last Friday before he
finally sat out.
"I think that he was hiding something — even hiding might be a
bit strong of a word — because he
wanted to play so bad," Bergeron
said. "He was not himself last Friday
See HOCKEY | Page 7

FACEBOOK

Women play final
regular season
game in "House
that Roars"

Senior Night

BYRONMiCK

lit BGNCWS

DRIVE TO THE BASKET: Senior Lauren Prochaska drives through the lane for two of her team-high 22 points against Buffalo on Wednesday night

Prochaskas 22 points lead Falcons
past Buffalo in Anderson finale
By Justin Onilow
Reporter

For one final time, the BG women's
basketball team exited Anderson
Arena victorious. "Closing the doors
of the I louse that Hoars" in a fashion
all too familiar to coach Curt Miller
and his six senior players.
This year's group of Falcon
seniors is just the sixth class in program history with more than 100
career wins, and they propelled
the team to its seventh consecutive
Mid-American Conference East
Division title this season.
"It was a special night tonight obviously for our six seniors that have
been the backbone for our program
for the last four years, and a tremen-

dous class," Miller said. "We're really
proud of the way we played tonight."
BC. had clinched the MAC East title
prior to its contest against Buffalo
Wednesday night, but the game was
not without importance. With an
automatic bye in the first round of
the MAC Tournament, it was the
Falcons' final chance to build some
momentum toward a possible deep

1 lennegan each scored 13 points.
"lit was] a great win for us, good
momentum headed into the tournament,'' Miller said. "We're really proud to finish winning 46 of
our last 48 in Anderson Arena to
close it down."
B(i took a 1.1-point lead into the
locker room at half and did not let up
in the second. Ihe Falcons went on
an 8-0 run to begin the half before
a Buffalo timeout, and extended the
lead to as many as 24 with just over 14
minutes to play in the game. During
that span, Prochaska matched her
first-half point total, dropping nine
points in the first 8 minutes of the

tournament run.
The Falcons took advantage of the
opportunity against Buffalo to the
tune of a 92-68 blowout in which the
team got major contributions from
its seniors. Lauren Prochaska, Jen
Uhl. Maggie Ilennegan and Tracy
Pontius all had solid games for the
Falcons, led by Prochaskas22points.
Uhl added IB while Pontius and

See RECAP | Page 7

Wednesday was senior night for
BG's six seniors: Chelsea Albert.
Tracy Pontius, huiren Prochaska,
Maggie Ilennegan, len Uhl and
Kelly Zuercher.
Albert, Pontius, Prochaska, Uhl
and Zuercher have won 107 games
in their four-year careers, and they
are the sixth class in school history
— the fifth consecutive — to be a
part of at least 100 wins at BG
The five fourth-year seniors
have helped the Falcons to a
107-24 overall record and a 55-9
in the MAC.
"We've never really talked about
it publicly, but there's never been
more expected of a recruiting
class than this class," Miller said.
"This class walked into the door
as freshmen after our run to the
Sweet 16 and having to replace
arguably the best class in school
history. They walked in with
expectations; they walked in with
pressure that no other group has
ever had in Bowling Green women's basketball, and they stepped
up to every challenge."
Hennegan is in her second year
with the Falcons after transferring
from Saint Louis.
"1 didn't know what to expect
See NOTES
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Women's golf tees offspring season at Rio Verde Invite
The three-day, 54-hole tournament consists of 17 teams, including seven teams from the MidThe BG women's golf team American Conference, and is hosthasn't played since the fall but ed by Western Michigan.
suffered a big loss when Susy
Other MAC teams competing are
Grunden transferred to Texas Akron, Ball State, Eastern Michigan.
A&M in the offseason.
Ohio and Toledo.
Grunden led the Falcons with a
Defending Rio Verde Invitational
78.53 average through 26 rounds, champion Michigan returns to the
the lowest single-season scoring field and is joined by fellow Big Ten
average in school history.
school Perm State.
But even though the roster
The Falcons have been a part
changed, coach Stephanie Young of this tournament before, havand the team's motivation, goals ing played in Rio Verde in each
and plans for the season have not.
of Young's six seasons as coach of
"We have seven young women the team.
dedicated and committed to the
"It's a great atmosphere," Young
goals that we set out for the sea- said. "It's just a really fun venue."
son," Young said.
This year's tournament returns
On Friday BG will begin working to Rio Verde Country Club's White
on those goals, such as focusing on Wing course for the first time in
execution and playing aggressive, five years.
as it opens the spring season in Rio
White Wing is a par-72 course
Verde, Ariz., competing in the Rio that stretches over 6,000 yards.
Verde Invitational.
Six Falcons will make the
By Paul Barnay
Sports Editor

TWITTER

KNEWSHIiPHOtO

CHIT-CHAT: BG coach Stephanie Young (left) talks with Mansa Glew during a tournament last spring

trip out west, including Bailey
Arnold, Kelsey Benson, Paula
DiFrancesco, Lauren and Marisa
Glew and Amy Ruthenberg.
The Glew sisters, the only
seniors on the team, are excited to
go back to Rio Verde for the fourth

SOFTBALL

time in their careers.
"It's one of our favorite tournaments," Lauren Glew said. "It's just a
really different atmosphere from the
See GOLF | Page 7

MEN'S GOLF

Become a Faceboolc fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons to play eight games

BG heads south to Florida

Become a fan of the BG News sports
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The BG softbal team wi play eight games dur-

Fresh off its trip to the Rice Intercollegiate, the
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hg spring break lookng to improve its 1-9 record

BG men's golf team will travel to Orlando for its
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"It's a special, special
group that this
community [and] the
coaching staff is going
to remember for a
long, long time."
Curt Millet I BG coach

shots from behind the arc. led
by I'rochaska who was 5-for-B
from deep. Uhl, Pontius and
sophomore Chrissy Steffcn
each added three. Coming into
the game, BG was fifth in the
nation in three-pointers made
per game at 8.1 per contest.

"We talked about letting it
fly tonight because they were
going to mix up between man
and zone," Miller said. "We felt
like it would open up some
three-point shots. We had it
rolling tonight. We have a special shooting team."
Although BG played well
against Buffalo, the team is
looking forward to the MAC
Tournament, which is set to
begin March 9.
With a bye in the first
round, the Falcons will play
the winner of the first-round
game between Northern
Illinois and Ohio.
Miller is preparing the
team for the postseason, hut
he understands how important the final home win was
for his team, and is proud of
the way his seniors closed out
Anderson Arena,
"It's a special, special group
that this community .mil!
the coaching staff is going
to remember for a long, long
time," Miller said.

son finale in Anderson Arena
for this weekend, so I won't
pretend that 1 do. All 1 will
say is if you had some input
to have this game played this
weekend, then shame on you.
Cutting students out of big
events like this is not the best
way to raise interest in the
University's sports teams.
What message do you
think it sends to the students when you schedule
games on dates that they
won't be here, like this
Saturday? Or the 2009 football game against Toledo
the day after Thanksgiving?
Or the opening weekend of
the hockey season this year
against Michigan on the
weekend of fall break?
Sure those games were still
well-attended, like I'm sure
this Saturday will be. The
townies, who have loyally followed the program for years,

will still show up to support
the team, but at what cost?
That hockey series against
Michigan earlier this year was
the worst-attended series of
the season in terms of student
turnout, despite Michigan
being one of the biggest
draws of the year. There was
a distinct lack of energy in the
building, and it was depressing to see the student section
barely half-full.
Sure, the MAC basketball
tournaments and CCIIA playoffs are going to be played in
the next week, but those are
just unfortunate scheduling
quirks due to the University
having a relatively early
spring break.
But in terms of the game
Saturday, the University
at least had some control
over when to have the game
played. And they made the
wrong decision.

BYRON MACK I IH1BCHW.

LAST STAN D: Falcons' coach Curl Mler cuts the final piece of the net aflei BG won
against Buffalo in the final regular-season women's basketball game in Anderson Arena.

RECAP
From Page 6
second half.
The Falcons also lied a
school record for three-pointers made in a game. lit; hit 16

COLUMN
From Page 6

everyone goes home, but why
would the University pick to
have this game on Saturday
afternoon over Friday nightV
At least on Friday, students could still go to the
game, do whatever they
want after and still be able
to leave before the required
time on Saturday.
With the arrangement chosen, the University is essentially forcing students who
want to go to the game to
screw around on campus for
three hours before the start of
the game. Unless you live off
campus, but even then, why
would you want to spend your
first day of spring break hanging around Bowling Green?
I don't know who decided
to schedule the regular sea-

GOLF
From Page 6
other tournaments we go to."
This will be BCJ's first action
since its ninth place finish at
the MAC Preview on Oct. 19.
In the fall the team finished sixth overall twice and
recorded four top 10 finishes.
Due to the weather the
Falcons have been training
indoors at their facility at
Doyt Perry Stadium.
BG doesn't see practicing
inside as a disadvantage
and is ready to transfer its
game outdoors.

"We have to just believe in
what we prepared in and then
hope that when we go outside
nVYWOODAPTS..
it translates and everything
Studios/1 Bdrm
will feel just like it did in the
Nowatttptuig appiKiuioftifru
fall," Marisa Glew said.
SPRING/SUMMER
The Falcons are seeking to
LEASES 2011
break the program record for
team scoring average over the ' Sign one year lease, get half
ofl" month's rent FREE!
course of an entire season.
The team's average in the
•Near BGSU
full was 318.42, while the
•Private patio/entrance
record is 323.36.
•Extra storage
"We've all been working
•Pets welcome
really hard together," Lauren
* •Short-term leases available I
Glew said. "Everyone is pretty
dedicated and knows what • 419-352-7691 FHO
tormorantco.com
needs to be done to sec suc- \
cess in the spring."

MECCA
Management Inc.

APARTMENTS
TO FIT EVERY NEED!

111/113 Flndtoy Pike Apts.-P«tage Ohio
2/3 bdrms. REMODELED.
Garage space/loft style bldg
I Bath/pels extra

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

From Page 6

4

going into {Wednesday's
game)," Hennegan said.
"Just trying to take it all in,
we couldn't believe it was
our last shoot-around — not
only as seniors but as a team
in this building."
In all, BG's six seniors
have combined for 5,289
points, 2,278 rebounds, 900
assists, 632 3-pointers made,
500 steals and 235 blocked
shots in their careers.
Miller pulled all six of his
seniors late in the second
half and each one received a
standing Ovation, including
Prochaska, who received one
of the biggest ovations as she
will go down as one of the
most decorated players in BG
women's basketball history.
Prochaska has wowed
the crowd over the last
four years with her ability
to knock down 3-pointers
and boast near-perfect percentage from the foul line
— contributing to the name
"I louse that Roars."
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SUDOKU
To play:Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits I to9.Thereisno
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Heading to Cleveland
The Falcons will have a
week off beforeplayinglheir
next game, Wednesday.
March 9, at noon in the
MAC Tournament at
Ouicken Loans Arena in
downtown Cleveland.
BG secured the No. 2
seed and a first-round bye
when it won the MAC East
last week in an 80-59 win
against Kent State.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE

PRIZESUDOKU
Even now he says the team is
still struggling to find additional leadership.
"To have ISolwayl not be
a part of it, he's not going to
bo able to lead the way when
he's not pulling the gear on,"

Bergeron said.

HOCKEY
From Page 6
against Michigan State and
that was it for that, probably
overdue, and I'll take the
blame for that."
Bergeron has stated
throughout the season that
the leadership on the team
outside of Solway has been
severely lacking this season.

In addition to Solway, Ian
Hurl is also doubtful to play
this weekend. He sat out
the weekend series against
MichiganState.and Bergeron
said that he believes Kiiel's
injury is fairly serious.

"[Bud's injury] is something
that we need to stay on top of
and we will, but I don't expect

either of them to practice this
week or be available for this

"To have [Solway]
not be a part of it,
he's not going to be
able to lead the way
when he's not putting
the gear on."
;oacli

weekend,' Bergeron said.
Friday and Saturday's
games start at 7:35 p.m.
Should there be a third
game, that will start at 7:35
p.m. on Sunday.

Great Selections * Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

II I I

)■■■

II I I

319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

FALCONS vs. Buffalo
Saturday, March 8-1:0Opm
Hey Falcon fans! Don't miss out on the opportunity to be a part of BGSU history
when the Falcons take on Buffalo in the final regular season game at venerable
Anderson Arena! Stop by the BGSU Ticket Office to get your tickets TODAY and
help us "Close the Doors of The House That Roars" on Falcon Basketballl

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

419-353-5800

NOTES

Willow House Apts. 830 4ttl St. BG
I bdrs/1 Bath/dishwastier/
disposal/AC/
free off street parking

www.meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green, OH

Thusday.March5.201l7

*77.ftGSU.TICKET
Avery House Apts. 326 N. Mam St. BG
eflnencies/lbdrs
Close to downtown
1 olt street parking space per unit

AGSUFJIlCONS.COni

FOR A MESSAGE FHDM THE MIAMI HEAT

CLASSIFIEDS

8 Thursday. March 3.2011

You open the paper everyday, what would you like
to see? This is your paper, we just print it!
tell us online 9

BG Views com

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up lo S300/day.
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174
Copper Beech is looking (or
2011-2012 leasing agents
Outgoing. Dependable.
Professionalism a must!
Prev Office Experience helpful
Please email resumes to
cbeech com
Immediate Direct Care
Openings In Perrysburg.
BG & Portage!
If you love to interact with people,
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day,
this is the job for you! Wood
Lane Residential Services. Inc is
hiring for FT. PT & subs positions
to individuals with developmental
disabilities S9-S13 18/hr based
on exp Require High School
Diploma or GED & valid drivers
license 4 acceptable driving
record (for driving positions only)
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application
from. WLRS. 545 Pearl Street.
Bowling Green. OH. Mon-Fn.
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org
EOE
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080 apply:
Put-N-Bay Summer
Sales Manager Position
An outdoor booth selling women's
clothing is hiring a manager for
the summer Applicants should be
outgoing, honest self-starters
with sales experience If
interested please send resume or
letter of interest to
dressshacki8gmail.com
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS'
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors Including
gym floors. Starts when school is
out for summer to middle of Aug
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and
lloor sanding machines Also
measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying
gym floor finish. We thoroughly
train you in all phases of work.
Job pays $8/hr w/ approx 40-50
hrs per week, flex, hours Must be
punctual, reliable and willing to
accept responsibility
Contact Joe Koch at
419-340-6270 or fax resume to
419-825-1714.

or

Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!

Help Wanted

For Rent

"NEED MONEY NOW??"
START AFTER SPRING BREAK
WORK outside with TRUGREEN
S8/HR GUARANTEED!!
"WEEKLY BONUS AS WELL"
WORK MON-FRI 4-9PM & SAT
WORK until end ol SEMESTER
•Must have good communication
skills and neat appearance!
Apply at trugreentoledo.com
OR CALL KRIS AT 419-874-1945

11-12 sy, lew houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also t & 2 BR apts, avail 1/1/11.

The City of Bowling Green
Parks & Recreation Department is
seeking a Safety Town Director,
Safety Town Assistants and Programmers to conduct day camps
and nature camps for children
aged 3 to 12 years of age Pay
Range $7 40 to $10 75 per hour
based on position These are
part-time, temporary positions
without fringe benefits. Must be
able to work a flexible schedule
including evenings and weekends
through August with no vacations
or long weekends. Resumes
alone are not acceptable
Employment will be through a
temporary agency. Individuals
hired will not be City of Bowling
Green employees Temp agency
applications are available in the
City's Personnel Department at
304 North Church Street, BG, OH
or online at.
http//www.bgohio.org/depa rtments/personnel-department/
employment-opportunities.
(Resumes alone are unacceptable > Completed applications
should be returned to the
Personnel Department. For more
information please contact the
Personnel Department by phone
at (419) 354-6229 or by email at
BGPersonneiywbgohio.org.
Deadline for making application is
4 30pm May 13, 2011 AA/EEO

For Rent

130-134 Liberty St-1 & 2BR,
$425-$600/mo tgas/elec. D/W
Newly updated, great location,
available in June & Aug.
www bghighlandrngnitcom
Call 419-354-6036.
2BR -404 1/2 S. College.
$675/mo ■» utilities, A/C. W/D incl.
Avail. Aug Call 419-352-4850
2.3 & 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scon Hamilton. 4th & 5th St
Avail May & August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com
3 BR house. 404 S College.
S625/mo plus util
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.
3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled
$725/mo tuff, call 419-708-9981.
3BR apt, S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.
4 BR house, 1st block of Manvllle,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239.
426 E. Wooster, 3 bedroom,
$950/mo utils inc, avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882
AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
I S 2 BR apts. free internet.
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
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Sort through, as for clues
Fit of fever
It's near the 17-Across
Put one over on
Cellist with 16Grammys
Item in a fall stash
Art able to
Tropical cyclone center
41st president, affec- 37 Verdi opera
tionately
38 Projector's slide
10 Clear as _
holder
11 Slowly, in music
40 Rigidly inflexible pro12 "tt slices! It dices!"
cess
gadget Veg-O41 Worked arduously
13 Wallop
46 Aries article
18 Zephyr
48 Like the preferable
22 Journalist Nellie
evil
24 What all good things 49 Rum-soaked cakes
come to
50 Lincoln Center's
25 Crazy, in a Ricky
Fisher Hall
Martin song
51 Allude (lo)
26 Month after Shevat 52 Verdi aria that means
27 Increase
"It was you"
28 November honorees 53 Strasbourg sweet32 Liar Joe in old TV
heart
car ads
54 Eucalyptus muncher
33 Hip flask quickie
57 Jaguar and Impala
35 Greenish blue
58 Verve
36 Sidekicks
59 Hearty entree
1Pert
61 1963 Paul Newman
6 Top grade, in slang
film
9 Trees along tropical beaches
47 "Amen to that!"
62 Casual top
14 Aptly named cooler brand
49 Devoid ol nicelies. as some
15 Small island
politics
16 Perpendicular to the keel
55 Disinclined
17 Not-so-humorous humerus spot 56 Works a tough row?
ANSWERS
19Tn-plusbi57 "The Amazing Race" airer
20 Drink from leaves
60 Prove apt for
21 Hockey legend Bobby el al.
« 0 S 3
aHd n a » s
61 Racer's edge, or the ends of
22 Sea north of Poland
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17-. 23-, 39-and 49-Across,
HHI 1 1 3 8
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25 Grubs and maggots
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63 Mountain ridge
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29 Manhattan sch.
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30 "Garlield" pooch
65 Otherworldly
t a 1
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■ s 3 a <
31 Fan mag
66IHOP condimenl
u
1
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s
3nil s V 0
3 « 1
34 Annual parade celeb
67 1/30 of abril
1 5 d 1 s 1 3
1
1 0 0
39 Daydreams
68 Seed anew
n A 11
a Y 1
42 Joe Cocker's "You
Beautiful"
»
•
>
0 1 a 1 1
N 3 n
43 Formal coiffure
3 1 1 1 1 a
u a 0 ■ V 3) 1
44 Alan of "The Aviator"
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WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
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FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

400 E. Napoleon Road
Bowling Green

419-352-9135
Email winthiop@geroenich com

WWW.WINTHR0PTERRACE.COM ^n^:51"

1 A 2 Bedroom Apartments
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www varsitysquareapts com
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400/mo *
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354
1 room effic. shared bath.
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail. Aug 15,2011.
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.
1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manvllle,
next lo water tower
Call 419-352-5239.
1.2& 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manvllle Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com
130 Washington - 1 BR S 2BR s .
$425-$650/mo * all utils
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site.
Call 419-354-6036
www.rjghiflhlandmgml.com

BOWLING
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Lrg 4BR house, 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up, close to campus,
avail July 15, $1000/mo •jlil.
Call 419-353-1556
May-12 month leasts
230 N. Enterprise -1br • $385/mo.
322 E Court-1br-$455/mo.
453 S Prospect -1 br - S330/mo
266 Manvllle - 2br -S610/mo
818-822 2nd st -2br -$490/mo
837 3rd St - 3br - S855/mo
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C, W/D
239 Manville - $750/mo,
249 Manvllle - $950/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S. College - $850/mo,
419-352-6064,500 Lehman.
www froboserentals.com
Room for rent, S. College.
$300/mo, newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070

Registration
Start DateA

Summit house, 5BR, 2 bath, May
to May Prospect house, 6BR, 2
bath, Aug to Aug 419-353-6359

Mar 14

Graduate Students

Mar 14

Non-Degree Graduate
Students

• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry
• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases

1. select
2. select
3. select

student center
enroll
add

Mar 15

Seniors

Mar 17

Juniors

Mar 21

Sophomores

Mar 23

Freshmen

Mar 25

Guest Students

You can access everything that
you need, including tutorials,
via the "Student Center" at tVie
MyBGSU portal

• Ceramic tile
• $875(12/mo)
• 842/846/723 7* street

ttiBHOui

BGSU

Call the Registration Hotline
419.372.4444

(419)353-5800

Olh.eM (Uriltratioa Am\ Records
1 JO AilniHii-.tntnu) Building

from 8am to 5pm Monday - Friday

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Newlove Rentals

209 N. Enterprise

622 E. Wooster

POSIT)

Gas (Heat Water Cooking)
High Speed internet
Basic Cat*
Resident Shuttle
DVO Library
Water 8 Trash

Effic, 1 8 2 BR apts. May or Aug.
For more inlo call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

• Two story duplexes

339 N. Maple

n 1
0 1

n v s

Brick home, 2BR, nice, near
campus, $750/mo. avail 7/2011
Call 352-5882

• Newer construction

(BR».

0

Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011. S475/mo
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882.

• Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts, $650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

WINTHROPTERRACE

brought to you by & SUMMIT TERRACE

1

'
1

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1

• Large Houses

'

• Close to Campus

